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Lesson 1 
 
 
 
Describe the sky. 

● Sky = Powdered sugar 
● The foggy sky was like powdered sugar  
● the wind blew like soft swirling sugar 
● The sky was smooth and flat like powdered sugar being sprinkled on top of a 

cake 
● As snow fell from the sky it was like seeing individual particles of fluffy sugar 

 
 
Tiny details. 

● The tiles on the roofs of the houses were delicately placed  
● Each tile laid with symmetry  
● A variety of vibrant colours on each house 
● Created with precision  
● Snow and ice invaded leaving icicles and snowy residue 

 
 
Away (zoom out) 

● Picture perfect scene 
● Large, snowy hills in the horizon 
● Idiosyncratic colourful houses and churches sat in front 
● Offers serenity and comfort like a hug 
● Emotional atmosphere to remind the beauty of nature 

 
 
Reaction 

● A flock of snow geese fly over head in a v formation 
● Tourists raise their heads to take a look amazement washes over their faces 
● Geese create a metaphorical snowstorm with their wings 
● As they fly past they leave an astonished crowd of tourists behind 

 
 
 
Creative writing 
Bright. Bright tranquility. The sky was powdered sugar, it covered the hiding clouds. 
As snow gradually began to fall like fluffy particles of sugar, the sky started turning 



more luminous and started to appear in a similar way as to soft smooth sugar. The 
wind blew calmly creating miniature ripples in the subtle flowing snow as if it were 
being sprinkled ever so delicately on top of a sponge cake. The sky casted a fog 
which added dimension, calmness and poise. 
 
Vibrant tiles lay upon every house, each a different colour contrasting against the 
pure white of the snowy backdrop. The tiles were created with symmetry and were 
laid with such precision as if a china doll had placed them down itself. The solitary 
slate tiles had been invaded by the snow and ice leaving icicles and snowy residue 
seeping through the lining in the roof. 
 
The whole image was picture perfect with large snowy mountains in the horizon and 
idiosyncratic colourful houses and churches that sat out in front. The atmosphere 
was calm yet emotional, a time to sit back from modern day and remind yourself of 
the beauty of nature. The scene offered serenity and comfort like a tight warm 
embrace. 
 
Up ahead, a beautiful flock of snow geese flew over in a v shaped formation. Their 
white bodies blended in with the background and caused a group of tourists to look 
up at the sky with astonishment and amazement plastered all over their faces. The 
geese created a metaphorical, ephemeral snowstorm with the movement of their 
wings which radiated off a loving emotion. The snow geese flew off in the distance 
leaving the tourists behind with their mouths slightly agape and phones out in the air. 
Bright. Bright tranquillity. 
 
To encounter a mesmerising situation, was to be taken over by serenity. 
 
 
 
  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 


